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Dear Convener
2014-15 Budget Scrutiny
Following my evidence to the Committee on 2 October 2013, I can now offer further
information on the two points raised in your letter of 3 October 2013
•

The committee requested a breakdown by value of the figure that 80% of the
public sector contracts going to firms with a Scottish address.

Launched in October 2008, Public Contracts Scotland (PCS) provides a one stop single
access point for public sector contract opportunities. Once registered, suppliers can receive
free e-mail alerts when contract and subcontract opportunities, relevant to their business, are
published. There are now over 5000 buyers in over 550 contracting authorities placing their
contract opportunities on PCS and over 60,000 supplier registrations on the system.
While it is possible to provide the total estimated value of contracts awarded via PCS, as
many of the contracts awarded via PCS are multi supplier or framework agreements, it is not
possible to break these value totals down further into different supplier types such as
Scottish-based businesses.
In the Deputy First Minister's recently published Public Contract Scotland progress report we
were able to include tables illustrating that in 2012 80% of suppliers awarded contracts via
PCS were registered on the site with a Scottish-based business address and that 82% of
suppliers were registered as SMEs. As many of these contracts awarded via PCS are multisupplier agreements and often frameworks arrangements, it is not possible, at the point of
publication of a contract award notice, to calculate accurately how any estimated contract
value will be divided between the participating suppliers over the course of the contact.
Further when a public body publishes a contract award notice on PCS they are required to
enter an estimated contract value or range of values and the accuracy of these estimates is
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not possible to verify. These issues have been addressed in Written PO responses to Alison
Johnstone MSP in May (S4W-14382 and S4W- 14383).
In response to a direct question from the convener regarding the 80% figure I can confirm
that the 80% refers to the number of suppliers with a Scottish postcode who won contracts
as I initially stated. It does not refer to the number or value of contracts.
•

Whether energy companies were hitting their targets in respect of the Energy
Companies Obligation

The Energy Gompany Obligation is a UK Government policy that is regulated by Of gem.
Monitoring information is produced on a monthly and quarterly basis. The first data on
delivery of EGO measures in Scotland was published by the UK Government on 19
September providing provisional estimates of measures installed over the period January to
June 2013. This quarterly report shows that, of measures notified to Ofgem, 14,616
measures had been delivered in Scotland even at this early stage. This means that Scotland
has made a good start and is receiving measures broadly equivalent to its population size.
The quarterly statistics do not reflect Scottish Government funding allocations from the main
Home Energy Efficiency Programmes for Scotland (HEEPS) and we are confident that when
the projects we are funding are fully up and running many more communities will see real
benefit from delivery of EGO measures.
The initial obligation period under EGO stretches to 31 March 2015. These reports therefore
represent delivery of EGO at a very early stage. We will continue to monitor this and work
with local councils, energy companies and the UK Government to ensure that all parts of
Scotland benefit fully from the scheme.
The Scottish Government aims to use funding for HEEPS to leverage investment from
energy companies under EGO to create a £200m annual fund to improve energy efficiency
to tackle fuel poverty and reduce carbon emissions. For the Area Based element of HEEPS,
we expect schemes to lever in at least twice as much EGO funding for every £1 of Scottish
Government funding. The results from the HEEPS pilots announced in December 2012
demonstrated that this is readily achievable - over £3 EGO to £1 Scottish Government
funding.
Further local council led schemes announced in June will also draw in significant leverage
from the energy companies which will be reflected in future statistics on delivery of
measures. This first round of funding for area based schemes is predicted to lever in around
£130 million of Energy Gompany Obligation (EGO) funding and over £30 million of funding
by landlords. This demonstrates that our assumption of establishing a £200 million per year
fund, when combined with Scottish Government spending of £74m in 2013-14, is valid. A
further funding round for area based schemes is currently being assessed and allocations
will be announced shortly.
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